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Abstract—In this paper the application of Soul Sets in Theology is introduced. Based on reference of various Holy Scriptures, a link among 

some religions is derived.Using that relation, the generalized concept of God is discovered.  
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INTRODUCTION                                                                     

In this paper the application of Soul Sets in      
Theology is introduced. Based on reference of 
various Holy Scriptures, a link among some reli-
gions is derived. Using that relation, the genera-
lized concept of God is discovered.  
 
Positive Soul Object: It is an abstract noun, verb, 
statement or sentence which represents a human 
quality that is considered as a virtue by the 
judgment set of humanbeings[1]. 
Negative Soul Object: It is an abstract noun, 
verb, statement or sentence which represents a 
human quality that is considered as a vice by the 
judgment set of humanbeings[1]. 
Neutral Soul Object: It is an abstract noun, verb, 
statement or sentence which represents a human 
quality that is considered as neither a virtue nor a 
vice by the judgment set of humanbeings. 
Virtue Space: If a soul space consists of only pos-
itive soul objects, then that space is known as a 
virtue space. It is denoted by X+ 
Vice Space: If a soul space consists of only nega-
tive soul objects, then that space is known as a 
vice space. It is denoted by X- 
Neutral Space: If a soul space consists of only 
neutral soul objects, then that space is known as a 
neutral space. It is denoted by X0 
Origin: Origin or Soul of Universe is the set of all 
soul objects having full judgment[2]. 
 
GENERALIZED CONCEPT OF GOD  
If the concept “God” is unique then the beliefs of   
religions and the ultimate version of concept 
“God” are to be considered to generalize it.From 
the reference of experts in this area[3], it shows 
that Last incarnation Kalki (Reference: Bhagava-
tham, Bhavishyath Puranam, Kundapasooktham 
in Adharvavedam), next Budha Maitreya (Refer-
ence: Gospel of Budha),Prophet Similar to Mosus 
(Reference: Torah), Parakletos after Jesus Christ 
(Reference: Bible) are all same and that is Last 
Prophet Muhammed (Reference : Qur’an) [3]. 

Through the above link, a researcher is directed 
to the Holy Scripture related with Prophet     
Muhammed /Kalki/Maitreya/ Prophet Similar 
to Mosus/Parakletos to get an ultimate version of 
the concept “God”. In Qur’an, there are 100 
names used as names of concept “God”. The 
stem of meaning of those names is soul object 
having full judgment. If the set of all those soul 
objects having full judgment is denoted by Soul 
Set A then A is the generalized concept of God. 
Theorem 1: Origin O intersects with A. 
Proof: To prove that Origin intersects with A, It is 
enough to show that there exist a soul object         
x € O ∩ A.Consider a name of God “wadud”, The 
stem of meaning of which is Love (say x) having 
full judgment. Then x € A.It is obvious that Love 
is a soul object. Since it has full judgment,             
x € O.Hence x € O∩A . 
 
APPLICATION IN THEOLOGY 
• Theorem 1 helps a Devotee to identify the soul 
objects in A and try to implement in life. 
• Theorem 1 helps an Atheist to search the soul 
objects in him which intersect with A and try to 
avoid those in life to continue as an Atheist. 
• A Blessed[1] can be considered as one who im-
plements some positive soul objects in A to full 
judgment. 
 
CONCLUSION  
In this paper the application of Soul Sets in     
Theology is introduced by proving Origin inter-
sects with the generalized concept of God. Study 
on Judgment Set, Soul Relation, Soul Logic and 
Soul Network are open to the researchers.  
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